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SUMMARY

As part of thp Navy's program for developing protective techniques
against ABC warfare, the Bureau of Yards and Docks assigned NY 300 007-2
which superseded project NY 300 01B, "Operational Test of Protection
for Buildings under BW Attack, " to the U.S. Naval Civil Engineering
Research and Evaluation Laboratory. The project was developed by the
Laboratory with the assistance of the Army Chemical Corps Biological
Laboratories.

A protective shelter was pressurized by the Laboratory. Attacks
using BW simulants were made against the building by the Chemical
Corps Biological Laboratories and evaluated. Their data appear in
Spncial Report No. 171, "BW Evaluation of the Pressurized Building
No. /.635 at the Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory (195.2)," and
Indicate that a pressure of 0. 1 In. of water will give adequate pro-
tection. It Is recommended that fuither tests be conducted to confirm
this fact.

Investligntlons conducted by the Engineering Experiment Station of
the University of Minnesota under contract to the Navy have produced

a group of sealing materials which can be applied easily to the InFIde
of structures for prote.ction against infiltration of contaminants and for
pressurization.



Pressurized filter plenumrs designed by the Bureau of Yards and
Doc.ks, the Chemical Corps E-35 collective protector, and the ceectro-
static precipitators developed by theý Naval Pns'-arch Labnrji-tr'v wnrn
t-isted or evaluated. Personnel shower r-quTsit.•s and t!)chniqu1,s w,)rn)
developed at Port Hueneme. As a part of the Bureau's program of
slanting construction of buildings toward conversion to protective
shelters in •n m.sornpnrv. an nortable air lack with shower develupod
by the Bureau of Yards and Docks was tested, .valuated, found satis-
faotory and practical. It was found practical to seal and pressurize
a 5 0,000-cu ft frame building.
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INTRODUCTION

I-- •.• .. .... -- • •. . ! .... J.: .- aL -- i ... ... .I . ...|: .

equipm-ent, und viklu operations be protucted from rontarination
by biological, chemical, and radiological agents. Supplies and
equipment can be protected easily in sealed buildings. Where
personnel are involved, sealing and pressurization of shelters are
required against infiltration of contaminants. Air introduced into
the shelter from outside for pressurization and to avoid vitiation
must be relieved of harmful bacteria, poisonous gases and vapors,
and radioactive particulates. A means of filtering out the solid
and liquid particulates is omployed in connection with an adsorber
for vapors and gases. This Is called collective protection.

Where entrance to the shelter must be available during an attack,
air lacks and decontamination facilities are provided. Previously the
Laboratory had made tests on a 20-ft wide by 50-ft long arched cor-
rugated steel temporary shelter1 4 . As a result of these tests it was
considered advisable to further study air lakage, sealing materials
for pressurization, air locks, showering techniques, relief damper
development, air-purification equipment, decontamination techniques,
and to extend the study to include the pressurization of larger buildings
of a more or less permanent nature.

In recognition of the need for more information on the above
items end in order to extend the study to frame buildings that might Se
typical of those existing in any theater of operation, the Bureau of
Yards and Docks assigned Project NY'300 01B, "Operational Test uf
Protection for Building-. Under BW Attack, " which was superseded by
Project NY 300 007-2, to this Laboratory. This project has been
developed by the !nboratory with the assistance of the Army Chemical
Corps Biological Laboratories. The plan of development for the program
was as follows:

1. Invcstigate materials and methods of sealing.

2. Modify a 50,000-cu ft, one-story, frame building for test as a
pressurized personnel shelter, equipping it with relief valves,
filtering and pressurization equipment, air locks and decontamination
showers.
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2, .w):flop, rnanufactur:_- uand i-'st a pressiriz~d fi Itr fraro- or p-inu.n
in accordance with the desi.. 1 prooscsd by tho Bur '.au of 'Yard an]
Docks for accommodation of Chonical Corps filiers and adsorb' lb
Make improvamronts as found necissary.

/4, D-.vhrrnine pr ssurc and leakacru, characeristics of ýh-5'. C'hO.cu f.

5. Dýtor..nin., h-. effectiveness of seal iný' mat'-rials and prIssurizaiion
by biological attack at 0.6-1n. wa"'.•r Pressur.,.

6. T-hst Chomical Corps type -325 col I 'cHiv 1.:r in conn :c:'ion
with 50,000-cu ft building.

7. Conduct decontamination-showering studies.

8k. Construct and evaluate portable air lock and shower d3velop;ad for
us!.. in convw'rting standard barracks t'ype and othnr buildings in-ro
protective shelters.

Y. Equip a 2D-..ft by 50-ft arch-d, steel, temporary protectflv.: sh:..ir
with special electrostatic prcilpitators and tast with biological
sihnulant.

1U. Determine optimum pressurization required for prot'ction of
personnol in a sealefd 50,000-cu ft building.

,VIATERIALS AND METHODS OF SEALING

A study of typical frame buildings that might be found in a
thn-iater of operation and might possibly require pressuriza~ion and
soaling was made by the Engineering Experiment Station of tho
Univorsity of Minnesota 1 9 . This investigation revealed t,'at 'h.
principal types of air loakages to be encountered were:

1 . Continuous surfaces.

Th'•s consist of unint.orruot,d wall, cifilin., and Floor
surfac:)s of concretei, plasthr, or similar construction nat"-i!'.

2., Suracn loints,

a, Flat surface joints such as joints betvren sheets of ply\,'acI.
b, Intersecting surface joints such as joints between w/all and

ceiling.

.• .. . . . . .. I
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3. Window crarfks

4 Door cracks.

5. Wall openings suc. as electrical outlots, .piumblibg fixtures, etc,.

A ior"yy of app icablrI se'rling moteridl_. for therg Y.i'.•iou openings,
cracks, and joints-was made. The materials which appeared. to be of
practical value were classified in five categories:

1. Calking compounds andfillers,
2. Paints, varnishes, and lacquors.
3, Plastics,
4. Tapes,.
5. Weatherstripping and gasket material

Various calking compounds, plastics, and tapes were obtalne$, applied,
and tested under five aging cycles, each cycle conss•'tig of the,.
Following exposures:

48 hours to dry air at 150 F
24 hours to air at -10 F
24 hours to air at 150 F and 60 to 90 per cent relative himidity

A strippable plastic material applied with high-pressure spray gun and
known as Navy "cocoon" was tested by the Laboratory. It was placed
in a low-temperature test cabinet and subjected to -65 F. At this
temperature the material became so brittle that it would crack If bent
or shatter if struck.

The materials most successfully meeting the Minrn•oW tefts and
I retaining their desirable boaling and adhesive properties were:

Colkin Comounds

Trade Name Manufacturer

Pecora Architectural Calking Compound Pecora Paint Co,
Tite-LIFe Glazing Compound Truscon Ltabopatorles
Elastic Compound Tape No. 155 Presstite Engineering Co.
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Plastic Materiao

Trade Name Manufoctt.'rer

Vinyl Coating No. 311-30 American Resinous Chemical Corp.
Geon Vinyl Resin No. 20 0 x2O B.F. Goodrich Chemical Co.
G.:. Cocoon K.Mo H-Iollingshead (.orp.
Auto Paint Shield Ramsell Products, Inc.
Navy Cocoon No. 52-C-44 RoMe Hollingshead Corp.

(Manufacturer's No. 5049)

Tapes

Trade Name Manufacturer

Polyken Tape No. 113 Bauer and Black
Permacel Metal Foil Tape No. 11 Industrial Tape Corp.
3-M Wet or Dry Masking Tape No. 202 Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.
3-M Flat Back Masking Tape No. 250 Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.

These materials have been found most suitable for sealing buildings
to be pressurized, where temperatures within the building are commonly
maintained between -10 and 150 F. Selection depends on the particular
type of crack or opening to be sealed and upon the facilities available.
Specimen windows in the test building were sealed with the architectural
calking compound, with Polyken 113 cloth tape, with 3-M wet or dry
masking tape and with Navy cocoon. The calking com.ound was
npplied with a gun and was quite effective for windows to be sealed
permanently. Both tapes were found to adhere poorly on dusty surfaces,
and had a tendency to tangle during the application. Where a suitable air
compressor and spray gun were available, the cocoon material was found
to be the most satisfactory sealing agent.

All sealing materials should be applied to the pressure side or
Inside of the buildings, preferably at temperatures between 50 and 90 F.
With the exception of the doors which were weatherstripped, the 50,000-cu ft
test building was sealed almost entirely with Navy cocoon No. 52-C-44.
This was applied with a Binks Model 10 spray gun with a No. 66 fluid
nozzle and No. 63PB air cap. The application was made in accordance
with the manufacturer's recommendations1 3 . Figure 1 shows the cocoon
material being sproved over a window crack, Figure 2 the window crack
sealed with cocoon. Figure 3 shows sealing of a large opening around
heating pipes that pass through a Celotex ceiling,

Il

1
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THE PROTECTIVE SHELTER

A study made by the Laboratory of the protective shelter, herein
referred to as the test building, has been described in a previous report 15..
The building's dimensions are: 161 ft long by 31 ft wide, 9 ft high under
the eaves and 15 ft under tlne ridinp. UPe fntni Flenr eiran it nkniti ARflf cri ft
and It-. gross volume approxim-ately 52, 0010 cu ft. Ithle net vu' -me, les5
construction, filter-plenum chamber, air locks, undressing room, and
decontaminastion showers, Is approximately 48,000 cu ft.

General Construction

The building is rectangular, one-story, and has a pitched roof
with the ridge centered longitudinally with the building. It is erected
on a concrete slab on grade construction. Figure 4 shows the general
appearance of the building, Figure 5 the floor plan 'arnd location with
respect to the prevailing winds. The framework is of the usual 2x4 wood
studding, and the external and internal walls are of 1/2-in, painted
gypsum board. Joints were made over the studding, and no sealing
tape or calking material was used on the outside, except in a few
instances where large openings existed. Originally, the outside joints
were made reasonably watertight by covering with wood stripping. No
effort was made to seal the base plate except that the gypsum board
overlaps the foundation to form a weather barrier. The roof overhangs
the walls and affords them some weather protectioni. No special pro-
vision was inade to seal between the roof and walls. The ceiling In
the small rooms and corridor in the front half of the building is 9 ft high.
The ceiling in the main portion of the building is covered with Celotex
instead of gypsum board and vaulted to a height of 14 ft at the center.
The two small rooms in the rear'of tha building have no ceiling.

The outside doors are of the conventlanal wood-panel type,
single or double, are metal weatherstripped, and each contains a
single pane of glass. The windows In the wash and utility rooms are
sMall, hinged at the bottom, and swing in, The majority of the
windows are the large Japanese sliding type, running in loosely fitting
wooden grooves (see Figure 6).

The roof Is fobricated From I1-in, gypsum board nailIed to 2x6 rafters
and covered with an asphaltic roofing paper cemented at the Joints. The
roof space is vented at the front of the building throug-h a louver.



In ord,'r to utilize the building for pressurization and BW investiga-
tions, somn repairs and alterations were necessary. The outside walls
were repaired where damaged, and a solid closure installed to seal the
; .ttc l.. .c . * a-^,,,,- Tk- ;fnter:or wnll , ' d q nd' llll n'ictric

lu-;bing, and outlets placed in good conditIon. !.v-rv r;'(.rH'
was made to insure tightness consistent with good construction.

Some interior partitions and utilities were removed and th.o space
made available for the pressurization fan, ducts, and test equiprmeant..
Partitions were erected and space was provided for the filter-plenui
chamber, air locks, showers, and other equipment.

The filter-plenum chamber was constructed for two specially
constructed filter frames and was 15 ft 7 in. wide by 11 ft S in. deep
and was provided with air-intake, louvered, double doors. The
Chemical Corps E-.35 colleetive protector was also installed in this
room when it was tested.

A six-station intercommunication system was progid;-d includinegI
master sc•aion th,,a dressing room and substations outside the build-

ing at the air-lock entrance, in the filter-plenum chamber, in the
outer and inner air locks, and in the undressing room. A public address
system with speakers on the roof 'Was installed and controlled from the
dressing room. A field telephone was provided between the dressing
room and the preparation building upwind in the clean area. The
building was also provided with telephone service and additional
electric outlets, both inside and ouf.

PRESSURIZED FILTER PLENUMS AND FILTER FRAMES

The pressurized filter plenums used in these tests ware designed by
th,.- Bureau of Yards and Docks ', and were modified to facilitat.) fabrica-
tion. These two units, each accommodating 21 s:ets of Cih,-nical Corps
filters and carbon adsorbers, were constructed of 18-gage steel formed
in hollow sections and electrically welded to insure tightness, Considerable
warpage dirficulty was experienced during construction of the fram',•es,
and reworking of the materials was required to obtain proper seatinqi ol
the filters. The design is not considered practical for production b,.caus,
of space, weight, and ,abricak',.n dliFficijl es.

Leakage of conturninated air around the filters and through welds
on this frame is minimiz.d by pressurizing the filter frame and the small
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space around the filters to 4 in. of water or more with ý,rncontaminated
air taken from inside the buIlding. ThoSs, any leakage, whether internal
or external, is clean, safe air.

A test conducted on one of these ýtnits at a pressure of 10 in. of
water indicated a total ieakage for a pienum with 21 filters of approx-
imately 5.25 cfm.

Figure 7 shows isometric sections of the pressurized filter plenum,
and Figure 8 the pressurized filter plenum in place.

A light-weigHt section frame 2 had been developed by the Army
Chemical Corps. This was an Integral frame, and not developed as
Increments of standard units. It was constrocted of a special shape,
" H" section, extrusion of magnesium. While the frame was of light
weight, It was considered that magnesium would be in critical supply
In the event of an emergency requ=iring filter frame construction.

Figure 9 is an isometric view of a pressurized filter frurne
"..developed under the direction of this Laboratory for wall or partition
mounting. It was designed In an attempt to meet the following require-
ments:

I1o Be compact and lightweight.
2. Be readily portable.
3. Minimize uose of critical materials.
4. Prov1;de positive seal around filter mounts and frame connections.
5. Provide for pressurization against possible leakage.
6. Provide for ease in Installation and removal of filters.
7. Be suitable for installation in multiple.

The prototype shown in Figure 10 meets most of these requirements.
It is constructed basically of a standard 6x4-in,, 8-1/2-pound, lightweight
steel Joist 16 o Based on the prototype a complete frame Including 21 filters
would weight approximately 2800 pounds, which compares with 2640 pounds
for the 21 filter Bureau plenum. Pt is compact and portable, can be
assembled into large sizes from standard .nits arnd fastening plates, and
can be pressurized. Its greater versatility offsets its slight waight dis-
advantage, which could possibly be Improved by further development.

Two types of filter clamping devices were developed. Both appear
to be superior to ordinary nuts fd quick action in changing fMlters. One
type employs an Acme screw, U" clamp and wing nut, the other a

j)

_______



cam-operated lever clamp. When the nut is loosened, the "U" clamp
which is unbalanced assumes a vwrtical position so that all vertical
fastenings are clear of the filters. It is not necessary to remove the
clamps or wing nuts. The horizontal ones have to be turned to clear
the filter. The othor clamping device shown in F'gure 11 makes use

of a 9 uKucin c um id ,c clmp. Srnm additionnal
minor modifications ore in progress which will furti,, .. x^pa:dit the
seating and clamping of the filters.

The Laboratory prototype frame was t'-st •i! For air i:-I~a,. al
10 in. of water pressure. Leakage was found to be 0,09 cfm p.,,
filter or 1.89 cfm on the basis of 21 filters.

This filter frame can be arranged in straight line, U, Z, or other
offset shapes as desired, to create a large filter area within a limit.-d
space.

PRESSURIZATION AND LEAKAGE CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE TEST BUILDING

Thr. natural leakage ventilation of a closed building depends
primarily on the type of construction, the state of repair, the temperature
difference between outside and inside air, the wind pressure or velocity,
and the orientation of the building with respect to the prevailing winds.
These factors affect the nature and extent of sealing required for pres-
surization and the nmnount of forced or additional ventilation required
for a given occupancy. The test-building construction and state of
repair has been described previously under the caption THE PROTECTIVE
SHELTER, and the orientation with respect to the prevailing winds is
shown in Figurn 5.

Climatic Data

W"ind vwlocities and direction, and air to:.iperaturn and humidity
'Nero doterrninr'd by weather station instrumentation at the building.
Figure '12 shows the equipment installed adjacent to the test buildino
to obtain outsid,- woualhir data. Figure 13 shows indicators and r.c.ot.li
wiihin the building for outside wind velocity and direction, a hyjro-.
thwr'noqraph for inside tenmperatura and humidity, and a microbaioqraj.4
for haron-elric clata.

During th'e tests the-) prevailing winds were froin th.i northw-si
11:1d v.'ind vlocity rang.)d from 4 to 8 miles per hour. Tho outsid.,
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temperature for these periods ranged between 55 and 69 F and the
inside temperatu;e between 70 and 82 F. The oktside humidity varied
between 56 and 90 per cent RH and the inside humidity between 52
and 74 per cent RH. The barometric pressure ranged between 29.79 In.
and 29.98 in. of mercury.

Natural Ventilation Characteristics

Under these climatic conditions tests were made on the natural
leakage-ventilation characteristics of the test building before and
after sealing. The method selected to determine the natural ventila-
tion of the closed building utilizes the helium tracer gas techniquelO.
The equipment employed is known as the Cambridge Helium Analyzer
(Figure 14). The tracer gas is injected to about 2 per cent concentra-
tion and thoroughly mixed with the room air by means of fans. Its
subsequent rate of decay in concentration is then measured. If there
is a complete mixing between the replacement air and the mixed air
and gas of the room, the number of air changes ir| a ýnit time can be
determined from the relationship:

R logo C
t

where R =number of air changes per housr

t =time, hours,

CO = Initial concentration of gas, per cent by volume

C =concentration of gas at time 5, per cent by volume

By plotting the natural logarithm of the concentration against
time, the rate of air change is obtrined from the rate of dilution of
the hel1ium.

In order to compare leakage ventilation of the unsealed and
sealed building, the resoplts were corrected for differences in wind
velocities the airflow being directly proportional to the wind
velocityl. Corrections for temperature difference were riof made
in accordance with the prevailing assumption that airflow varies as
the square root of the temperature difference.
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With a wind velocity of six miles per hour, and a temperature
difference of 10 F, the natural. 'sakage ventilation rate of the unsealed
4 8 , 000-cu ft test building was 0.260 air changes per hour or 208 cfm.
The sealed-building-l.akage air-change rate was 0.141 per hour or
103 cfm.

Occupancy

As has been shown in a previous report 15 , the test building can
accommodate 280 persons engaged in light sedentary pursuits, or
230 persons engaged in moderate activity if 5000 cfm of fresh air is
provided. This is a rate of 17.8 cfm per person at rest, an occupancy
of 171 cu ft per person, and floor area of 13.6 sq ft per person.

For a limited period the population could be doubled, but body
odor levels might become nauseating after an extended period. With
a loading of 600 persons, 8.35 cfm per person would be supplied by
the 5000 cfm fresh air unit. But while the carbon-dioxide content
would be below 0.6 per cent and the oxygen supply ample for existence,
still, under these conditions, an excessive amount of lung action or
fatigue would result.

Building Pressurlzaticn

Pressurization with purified air to avoid vitiation and infiltration
of contaminants is a desirable protection that has become standard
practi•e. Prpssurization is also an advantage in reducing contamination
by p rsons entering the shelter through air locks from a contaminated
area.

The amount of pressurization would appear to be a function of
the wind velocity or pressure that might be experienced in the area.
Ideal pressurization would be such that the building pressure would be
equal to or greater than the highest wind pressure to be expected in
the area. Pressurization to 0.6 in. of water is the currently accepted
design figure. This pressure is applied to the main shelter area. Ra-
duced pressures of 0.5 are used in the shower and undressing rooms,
0.4 in the inner air lock, and 0.3 in the outer air lock.

An airflow of 400 cfm is considered desirable through the air
locks. This air exhausts overboard carrying with it a certain amount
of contamination picked up by shake-off from persons entering the
air lock from the outside, In the pressurization tests conducted by
the Laboratory the air-lock relief valve shown in Figures 15 and 16



and designed by the Army Chemi,:al Corps, was adjusted for a flow of
approximately 400 cfm. An ooditional 250 cfrn was exhausted through
the shower-room ventilation duct which helped control humidity.
Airflow between the dressing room, shuwers, undressing room, and
air locks was regulated by wall valves of the type shown in Figure 17.
In addition a small relief valve was provided in the exterior w-!! _f
the contamina•te- clothng room to reliave and orir the pressure in
thnt comportment Figure 18 shows the entrance to the outer air lock,
the air-relief-valve housing and the back-draft elbow and airflow
measuring duct. Two larger air relief valves, of BUDOCKS and
Chemical Corps design, were installed at the ends of the building
und adjusted to maintain the required air pressure and flow in the
building.

A pressure of 0.6 in. of water within the building is equivalent
to an external wind pressure of about 35 miles per, hour (Figure 19),
and would protect a poorly sealed building from infiltration due to
winds of that magnitude. A pressure of 0.4 in. would afford protection
by infiltration from a wind of 29 miles per hour.

Ventilation and pressurization air was drawn into the building
through two pressurized filter plenums (Figure 8), with a total capacity
of 6300 cfm. The pressurization fan taking its suction from the filters
is shown in Figure 20. The size, weight, and cost of thiL particular
equipment are not to be considered typical as the equipment was for
general laboratory use and was oversized. The manometer panel
mounterl on the discharge duct, Figure 20, serves to determine the
pressure drop across the filters and airflow of the fan. Figure 21 shows
the fan discharge and air measuring duct. A pitot-venturi tube is
utilized to measure airflow. The electrical power requirements of the
rmotor were determined with instruments shown in Figure 22. The small
centrifugal blower on the floor was used to pressurize the hollow frame
of the filter plenum with purified air from the building. Pressure dif-
ferentials were measured with inclined manometers connected through
a valved manifold to tubing as shown in Figure 23.

The pressure drop aoross the fillers in the plenum was determined
for various rates of flows (Figure 24). At the rated capacity of 3150 cfm
or 37-1/2 fpm, for a plenum, the prassure drup was found to be 4.6 in.
This data was taken after about 500 hours use. New filters would have
given lower resistance

With air discharge valves and relief dampers closed, the building
was pressurized unsealed and with various amounts of sealing. It had
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been deteimined by survey and estimates 3 , that 90 per cent of the
na:uial I ual-a-v of the building was through the large visible cracks
around the sliding windows. '" was also considered that inmh'rior
surfaces of the building would not allow sufficient leakage. to warranl"
further painting or sealing. The doors had already been weather-
stripped, so further sealing was devoted to surface cracks, utility
outlets, and window cracks,

The results of the- pr.assuriza!'ion s,'udies are shown (sea Figure 25)
for the unsealed building with 298 ft of window crack; for the partially
sealed building with 217 ft of crack; with 117 ft of crack; and
completely sealed: Note that for 5000 cfrn, a pressure of 0.3 in.
was obtained in the completely unsealed building, and that for
5000 cfm in the sealed building a pressure .i. excess of 0.8 in. was
obtained. T!hese tnsts were :made with inside tmrnperatures from 72 to
76 F, outside ".n,:.ra'ure from 60 to 66 F, and a barometric pressure
of 30.060 to 30.1 V. in, mercurv. Westerly winds prevailed at 4 to
0 mph, Since it was desired to supply a total of approximaiely
5000 cfmn with 400 cfm exhausted through the air lock and 250 cfm
through the shower vent, the building relief valves were adjusted to
axheust the excess air.

During the tests using sirmulatnd contamiiinants and 0. 6 -.in.
pressurization with approximutely 5000 cfm'n, the air was disposed of
as follows:

Air lock 400 cfm
Shower vent 250 cfrM
Building relief valve 50,0 cfm
Building leakage 3850 cfm

Total 5000 cf.,-

This is equivalent to 6.25 air changes per hour.

The large amount of leakage under pressurization after all
v .ible cracks and openings have been sealed indicates that the
minute cracks and pores, negligible around atmospheric pressures,
become important as the pressure is increasod.

SIMULATED DW/ ATTACKS ON TEST BUILDINGS

The BW evaluation of a pressurized protective shelter, Building
No, 7-635 and re-evaluation of a temporary protective shelter was
conducted by the Chemical Corps Biological Laboratories, Camp
Detrick, Frederick, Maryland. Tne complete report on the BW .valui!ion
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and the conclusions arc contained in Special Report No. 171 issued
by Camp Detrick 9 .

DETERMINATION OF OPTIMUM PRESSURIZATION

Since a properly constructed unpressurized building affords a
relatively high degree of protection against a biological attack that

expensive pressurization fans and ait purifiers or collective protectors
may be questionable for some applications. Also, since the power
required for pressurization increases with the degree of pressurization,
and since a pressure of more than 0.1 in. does not appear necessary
from these tests, the question may be asked what is the optimum
pressurization?

In order to obtain more information and thus verify or discredit
the above hypotheses, further pressurization tests were made at 0,6 in..,
0.4 in., 0.2 in., and at a pressurization approaching zero with a very
small quantity of air. As in the previous tests, the simulated BW attack
was performed by personnel from the Biological Laboratories at Camp
Detrick. The results and conclusions of these tests are reported in
Special Report No. 1719.

Conclusions from Optimum Pressurization Tests

The results of the tests show that when little or no wind is
blowing, a pressure of 0.03 in. of water will give satisfactory pro-
tection against BW attack. The maximum wind velocity in which a
BW attack is practical is assumed to be 15 mph and for this wind
pressure, pressurization to 0.1 in. water will afford protection against
infiltration. About 1000 cfm is required for the protective shelter
tested, if no air is discharged out the relief valves, the air locks, or
-'e vents. For the 0o6-in. pressurization with 5000 cfm, 7 kw of
power were required by the 7-1/2-hp motor on the fan. Fo,, 1000 cfm
at the lower pressurization, less than one-half that power would be
required.

As a shelter for a larger number of people, rather than as a work
space or control center, it has already been indicated under Occupancy
of THE PROTECTIVE SHELTER section, that 600 persons could expect
safe shelter without ventilation for over 3 hours in the building when it
is hermetically scaled. The 1000 cfm would improve conditions op-.
preciably over minimum requirements and also make possible the use
of air locks for entrance and exit during attack. These air locks
should exhaust at Icast 200 and preferably 400 cfm. The effectiveness

Ii
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at air locks at pressurized stages below 0 1 in. has not Beo:n invw!tsgat1d,
but it is considered that resuli.. ,vould be favorable as long as the locks
are cont'nuously washed by ur least 200 cfm of purified air.

CHEMICAL CORPS TYPE E-35 COLLECTIVE PROTECTOR

As previously indicated under SIMULATED BIOLOGICAL
ATTACKS ON TEST BUILDINGS, the 43,000-cu ft test building
was tested and.pressurized by a fan and Chemical Corps filters and

asbesin a pressurized fi11cr plenu o-teBra f Yard -nd
Docks design, Since the initiatiorn of the pioject, the Chemical
Corps had developed a new 5000-cfm collective protector consisting
of a 5000-.cfm axial flow fan with 7-1/2-hp motor and a plywood
enclosed filter and odsorber unit. This unit, known as the E-35 col-
lective protector weighs approximately 3000 pounds and can be
enclosed in a space 14 ft by 5 ft by 5 ft high and minimizes space,
weight, and critical material requirements. It is shown on Figure 26
mounted on a wheel truck and rails, ready to be connected to the
forced air duct. Changeover was made with the building under pros-.
surization through one plenum while the collective protector was put
in place and connected. The pressure drop across the collective
protector was measured by inclined manometer shown mounted on the
side of the unit.

The pressure drop through the E-35 collective protector is shown
on Figure 27 for various alrflows after approximately 200 hours' use.
It is to be noted that its resistance at a rated load of 5000 cfm after
200 hours was about 3.2 in. water as compared to 4.6 in. at 3150 cfm
for 21 Chemical Corps filters and adsorbers mounted in the pressurized
filter plenum (Figure 24).

While the gas iife and weight of charcoal per cfm of filtered air
is inot as favorable as that of the M8 carbon units installed in the pres.-
surized filter plenum, its adsorber air resistance is only 1 in. as compared
to 5 in. for the M8 at capacity ratings8 . The lower power requirements
and ample gas life, together with the compactness and portability, make
it a ery suitable unit.

The power requirements if the E-35 collective protector at a Flow
rote of 5000 cfm and 0.6 in. pressure, was 7.0 kw. The pressure drop
across the filter and adsorb,r unit was initially 2.9 in. of wat-r This
in..reased to 3.3 in. uftei two days and iemuinud n.ar this value to the
conclusion of the test. These figures may be compared with 7.1 kw for
the 15--hp laboratory variable-speed fan and a drop of 3.7 in. across
the pressurized Filter plenums . The comparison is not absolute, as the
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Laboratory fan was operating through a relatively inefficient drive,
and at about one-half its rated capacity. Also the filters were only
about 79 per cent loaded . in t.e case of the E-35 collective pro-
tector, the duct resistance was excessive tor normal applications.

As far as performance was ascertained during these tests, the
E-35 collective protector appears to be a development in the right
dir.ction, and a unit of desirable capacityv space., weiaht, and
construction, for app!i"cal. ion.- to shcPters .. to the test buI-dng
where a high degiee or piolection or "absolute" filtration is desired.

SAND AND SOIL FOR AIR FILTRATION

Bockground literature studies made by the Laboratory revealed
that some possibility of using natural sail for air filtration existed, A
field test setup, for filtering air through a natural soil depth of 3 ft
was improvised by the Laboratory. This indicated that a very high
resistance to flow existed. Subsequont laboratory testing showed that
a dry sand would be the only type of soil that would allow a reasonable
airflow. The effect of moisture in the sand was adverse, incroasingly
so with smaller particle sizes.

The laboratory experiments using various sizes of sand indicated
that a sand made up of 0.2 - 0.4-rnm diameter particles was the finest
material allowing reasonable airflows. With a filter construct.id of
this sand an airflow rate of 4 cfm per sq ft of filter surflace would re-
quire a 5 in. water-pressure drop through 12 in. A 5-in. pressure drop
is required for a 36-in. deep filter to produce a flow of 2 cfm per sq ft.

No attempt was made to determine the filtration effectiveness
of the sand. For practical applications a prepared bed of sheltered
dry sand would bc required. Additional information on the q'4ficiency
and reliability of sand as an air filtration modiurn is required before
it can be used for the purposes of this project.

SHOWER TESTS

"rest results of personnel showers at the simulated BW test on the
temporary protective sheiter at Port Hueneme in 1949 indicated that
the showering technique was inadequate 1 4 . In order to determine the
most offectivw technique cor the cooperative tests with Camp Detrick,
a study of the factors influencing the efficiency of showering was made.

The variables influencing showering efficiency include water
pressure, temperature, flow rate, spray pattern or particle size, the
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method ol scrubbing and rinsing, and the time available. Since the
availability of water in many po;ential operational areas is limited,
special consideration was given "n devloping low..water-consumption
methods. In many cases showering time is an important element.
Techniques tlhal' would be effective in four minutes were assumed
adequate

Two preliminary sets of tests were made on various shower

nozzles, location and arrangement, pressure, temperature, water
consumption, and scrubbing techniques.

Syrup Tests

The first- preliminary set of tests was made with the subjects
coated with dark Karo syrup. The time required to remove the s'.,rup
with various temperatures and prnssur:s was determinqd. The amount
of water :equird, fine and coarse sprays, and washing methods were
evaluated and compared.

The results of these tests indicated that shower water tMmnperatures
as measured in the supply pipe just before the nozzle should be between
B5 F as a minimum and 100 F as a maximum with 95 F the desirable
temperature for a comfortable shower, Reasonably warm wator was
found desirable for admquate qu;ck< cleaning. 'hri t'ernpnraturn of the
shower spray striking the bod, was Found mo be 5 to 15 degrees lower
than the temperature at the nozzle, depending on the distance of the
parts of the body from the nozzle, as shown in Figure 28.

A coars i spray with water pellets at a relatively high velocity,
as shown in Figure 29, was found to be most effective. The flow pres-
sure at the head should be at least 20 psi, which is required for satis-
Wactory operation of most spray heads. Special low-pressure heads are
available and should bp obtained for conditions where the static pres-
sure is 15 psi or Ilss.

With th. proper spray, 3.5 gpm per shower head is satisfactory
for decontaminating. When one hFad is used, it should be shoulder to
6 ft higqh with an angle 3fl degrees from the wall. If water can be .
sparod, ci second noz.la is lhlpful at waist height. When three nozzles
are to b:e usud, the most effective location for the third one.ý is directly
overhead, us shown in Figure 30.. A washcloth or brush was found to b-.-
mor, effective in rnmoving ti.e contaminant than hand washing.

A maximum cleaning time of 4 minutes and 28 seconds was taken
for a tf:st r "'I~tr~iI s no;.z or c l.? ninq ITJ,1'11o 5 ijSO1'
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The general approach in all thes-, tests was to progressively test
the factors thought to affect the nffizienry of bacterial removal, and
to eliminate the least effectiv'. -.nFhods. This was done in order to
docrease thn number of variubles involved. For instance, as soon as
testing showed that the us, of a brush was more effective than hand
scrubbing, all subsequent tests were run using a brush.

S,,pot Contamination Tests

The next test was to develnp a mnthod using bacteria without
contamination by an aerosol to reduce the control problem. The
method developed used a spot contamination of the body with a suspen-
sion of A. aerogenes in buffered dilute nutrient agar. It is thought that
this method results in a tenacious contamination at least as difficult to
remove as an aerosol contamination.

in this second set of studies, a series of tests was run using spot
contamination on the chest and one leg. Bacterial counts were obtained
from the contaminated spots before and after showering. The after-showering
samples were taken before drying to eliminate the toweling variable.
Another series was run using a single spot contamination on the center
of the chest, with bacterial counts being obtained at the contaminated
area and on three uncontaminated areas at various locations an the upper
body. These areas were located at a point five Inches to the left and
above the center of the chest; five inches directly below center chest;
and twelve inches below and to the right of the center chest.

The single spot contamination series was much more valuable as
thib test method showed whether contamination had been effectively
loosened and rinsed away or had been merely spread around.

•Bactorial counts were obtained by swabbing the selected skin areas
with sterile cotton swabs which then were placed in sterile water bottles.
'rhe bottles were shaken thor.wughly and samples plated in nutrient agar
and incubated at 30 C for 24 hours before counting. Counts recorded
were -the total count for the area swabbed which was approximately
2 sq in.

Duplicate tests of each shower technique were run, Although this
gave insufficient data for confirmed conclusions, the results were Indicative
and the more complete tests made during the simulated BW attack wore
based on these results.

The Following sequence of scrubbing and rinsing was used for all
showering tests. The entire body was soapnd and scrubbed, starting
with the head hair and working down. Each body area was completely

I,'
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scrubbed before moving to the next area so that there was no opportunity
For missing any parts. Rinsing -.as deferred until soap scrubbing was
completed. The same sequen, eas followed during rinse scrubbing
and each area being rinsed was turned directly toward the water stream
a2nd the area thoroughly scrubbed with the hand, washcloth, or brush.
Approx ruately one minute was devoted to rinsing. Hexachloraphene
bar soap was used throughout the test whenever soap was used.

The shower stall used during the tests was approximately Ji4 in. sq.
While this is ample for normal use, it provad annoyingly small when
used for determined scrubbing. A 36" x 42" stall is recommended as
minimum size.

Of the spray nozzles tested, all were of 1/2-in. pipe size,
except the Speakman "Emergency" head which was 1-in. Flow-pressure
characteristics for most of the shower heads and spray nozzles were
obtained and the results are platted in Figure 31. On this Figure the
spray nozzles tested are Indicated as follows:

A - Logan Standard "Wizard" - fine spray
B - Repcal "April Shower" B-1147 - medium spray
C - Logan Standard "Wizard" - coarse spray
D Chicago Faucet "Brownie" 620-B - medium spray

Logan Low Pressure "Wizard" - fine spray
F - American-Standard "Boyd" B-266 - medium spray
G - Repcal "Presto" - medium spray
H - Crane 9-221 "Economy" - medium spray
J - Crane 9-238 "Ralnbeau" - coarse spray
K - Wizard "Low Pressure" - coarse spray
L - Prlce-Pfister "Perfect Spray" - coarse spra,
M- Speakman "Anystream" - coarse sprayt N- Speakman "Emergency" - deluge type (1-in. IPS)

The Prlce-Pfister "Perfect Spray" Is shown in Figure 32, the Speakman

1-in. IPS "Emergency" head with spray is shown In Figure 33. Figure 34
shows the Speakman "Anystream" with coarse spray pattern. The Logan
Standard "Wizard" Is displayed with coarse spray pattern In Figure 35.

The instrumentation for the shower tests is shown on Figure 36.
It Includes Integrating and indicating flow meters for threo showers,
a hot-and-cold-water mixing valve, a pressure regulator, thermometers,
and indicating and recording pressure gages

I' I.
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Resuits of Spot Contamination Tests

Figure 37 indicates the approximate effects of various methods
of soaping and scrubbing at various water pressures and flows with
continuous and intermittent operation.

These tests indicated that contamination was not properly removed
from the legs when a single, shoulder-high, shower head is used and that
a scrub brush with soao is;-the most effective way to cleanse the body.

pressures, or flow rates, although certain minimurns are discernible.
It is felt that, although no decisive results were obtained, it is Important
that the water temperature be worm enough for comfort. It is also
concluded that at least 4 minutes Is required.

The sponge and bucket method was fatrly effective but required
a longer time and gavns only about 1 .5 gallons of witer It I, awkward
and requires greater care in execution.

During the spot contamination tests, the following shoulder-high
single shower heads produced the best results with soap and brush washing,
95 F water, and a coarse, high-velocity spray:

S1. Logan "Standard," 3.5 gpm at 40 psi, continuous operation.
2. Crane "Rainbeau," 4.8 gpm at 20 psi, continuous operation.
3. Logan "Standard," 4.4 gpm at 60 psi, continuous operation.
4. Logan "Standard," 3.5 gpm at 40 psi, intermittent operation,

wet-down period - 15 sec, rinse period - I min.

Since the performance ratings of the shower heads and spray nozzles
are not based on a particular design but on flow-pressure characteristics,
showe, nozzles of other manufacturers which have similar flow rates and
spray patterns may be equally acceptable.

PORTABLE AIR LOCK WITH AND WITHOUT SHOWER

The Bureau of Yards and Docks has developed a portable air lock
designed to be attached to the entrance of a standard barracks or other
building designated as a protective shelter under the Slanting Construc-
tion Program for protective shelters. A portable collective protector,
installed to pressurize all or part of the building, will complete the
protection of such a building.

I' '
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Descripi 'on

The air locks both with cnd without shower are made of plywood
and mounted on skids. Figure 3J shows a portable air lock wiih shower
connect.d to the test building by an adjustable canvas and frame con.-
nection, This canvas connection is shown in Figure 39. Figure 40
shows the air lock entrance, while Figure 41 shows personnel entering
the portable air lock during tha simnulat.d B! altack, The mannor in
which concu,•natcd clothincg was discardid from tho out.'er air lock is
shown in Figure 42. ihe air relief valve can be seen above the
clothing door and the hose drain is shown on the ground. Power,
water, and sampling connections were also provided. Details of the
construction features may be obtained from the drawings 6 '7

The Test

The portable air lock wilth shower was used for entrance of
personnel to the pressurized building in ,he same manner as entrance
was made through the permanent air-lock system during the previous
tests. Building pressure was 0.6 in. water and the pressures through
the portable air lock were successively reduced to 0.3 In. water in
the outer chamber. Air was exhausted through the air lock at the
rate of approximately 350 cfm. Little difficulty was experienced
with this structure.

The BW evaluation of the portable air lock was conducted by
Camp Detrick personnel The results of these tests may be found 1n

their report, but It can be stated that the tests were favorable,.

Construction Recommendations

The prototype was constructed to evaluate its performance and
design prior to final approval and quantity production. The following
paragraphs list a number of recommendations for improvement:

The hinges and socket for the anti-back-draft pressure-relief
valve should be spot welded In order to minimize buckling of the door
plate 6 . The hood should be designed for a 30-degree opening of the
door, This would provide ample capacity and decrease back-draft
problems.

The clothing pass-door frameshould be redesignad to mount the
spring catch on the wall and the keeper on the doot. A handle should
be provided on the door for positive closure. The clothing pass-docr
in the inner air lock can be eliminated as it is not required in the
decontamination process.
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The air regulators, shown in Figure 39, between the inner air
locks and the shower have metal wir. screws threaded into a fiber-
board frame. These would not hold. It is suggested that the fiber-
board frame be replaced with a metal frame.

The air-lock doors had a 1-in, lap door stop, Detail DCC,-7

Elevation F on the drawina' . It is recommended that this overlap
be reduced to 1/2 in. which is standard, n% the 1-in. overlap
interfered with the operation of the door knob and necessitated a
cutout as shown in Figure 40. Weatherstripping of the exterior door
only is required, and could be eliminated on the inner doors as a
matter of economy if the doors are well fitting.

The air locks were designed to use a standard 8-ft length of
plywood. This provides greato3r weight and bulk and because of the
increased size, lowers the air velocity through the locks which is
undesirable. The structure would be more effective if its height were
reduced by 12 inches. This would still peamit the use of 6-ft 8-in.
doors and a canvas frame and connection to a building door of
7-ft height,

The shower-head outlet is shown on the drawing at 6 ft 1 in.
above the floor. This should be specified at 5 ft 8 in. for more
efficient showering. A soap dish and brush hook should be provided
in the shower,

The portable air lock with shower in othrar respects uppeous
well-constructed for the purpose intended. Its field of application
Is extensive and it 'hould be effective In the accomplishment of its
objective.

ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR TEST

The electrostatic precipitator Is especially well adapted for the
removal of small particulate matter from air streams. It offers advantages
of high capacity, high efficiency of removal of small particulates, and
low cleaning and replacement costs. High efficiencies are obtained by
allowing suitable time for contact In the collector zone, and by proper
ratio of airflow velocity to that of transmission velocity of the negatively
charged particles toward the positive-chorged collector plates. Com-
mercial designs available were not intended for absolute filtration, but
some have given effIrInncins na high as 99 per cent at velocities ot
about 100 fpm using special cleaning methods 1 7 , 18.

11?i
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The Naval Research Laboratory, in cooperation with the
Westinghouse Corporation, developed a prototype high-performance
electrostatic filter based on commercial design1 I . Through arrange-
ments made by the Bureau of Yards and Docks., two modified Westing-
house V-22 vertical-type precipitators were obtained for tests at this
Laboratory. These units, when used separately and without the modifica-

hicive~v•. c,1 C•,maca -QI~ 133 .......... 00R• e '

The cross-sectional area is 4 sq ft. The rating is, therefore, at 0

velocity of 332 fpm. The modification consists principally of sponge-
rubb'2r packing intended to reduce or eliminate bypassing of the air
stream around the ionizer and plate sections. No prefilters were
provided for the units.

The building selected for the field test of these units was a
20x50-ft Armco Ammunition Hut, modified for use as a temporary

14

protective'shelter 1 4. It is shown in Figure 43. The sealed building
was to be pressurized to 0,6 in . of water at airflow rates of 800 and
1200 cfm, corresponding to 200 and 300 fpm, Figure 44 shows the
installation of the double-inlet, double-width centrifugal blower
mounted over a variable-spoad motor drivo'.

This blower delivers air ;,o a duct and control valve within the
building, as shown on Figure 45, To this duct is connected a 9-in.-
diameter measuring section equipped with pitot tube and Inclined
manometer for measuring airflow in accordance with ASME and ASHVE
standards. Beyond the measuring duct are the two electrostatic filters,
nonnected in series and discharging into the sh,ltpr (Figure 46). The
over-all length of the duct from the fan, and Including the precipitators,
is 25 ft, A type S power pack is shown on the stand with the manometer.

All controls were located within the building.

Since the air-lock system was Inoperative for these tests, it was
necessary to install Chemical Corps anti-back-draft relief valves to
discharge the air in excess of the normal building leakage, It has been
*.etermined by previous tests 14 that the air leakage of this structure was
approximately 200 cfm.

During the test, the ionizer voltage was 14,000 and the plate
6,000. Every effort was made to seal around high-tension external-

oasing bushings and between the filters to prevent leakage. The
collector plates were sprayed with Type F adhesive in accordance
with the manufacturer's recommendations.

L
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Two simulated BW attacks were conducted on the building
pressurized to 0.6 in. water at airflow rates of 800 and 1200 cfm,
with the protective features, as described above, in operation. This
work was completed by Camp Detrick personnel. Their comment and
the results of these tests are recorded in Special Report No. 171
The pressure drop across the precipitrons at various airflows is given
in Figure 47.

It Is recommended that for practical purposes of maintenance and
application of the adhesive, this type of precipitator be installed for
vertical airflow. It is further recommended that any installation in-
clude prefilters to protect the electrostatic filters from overloading by
larger dust particles.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The scope of the tests and the results obtained were much more
extensive than those of the original tests on the temporary protective
shelter. A number of comparisons can be made and conclusions drawn.

Sealing

A selection of sealing materials suitable for various applications
have been tested and found suitable for sealing requirements. The
results obtained from these tests proved that strippable plastic cocoon
material is the most satisfactory sealing agent, and can be applied by
inexperienced personnel in the shortest time.

The tests Indicated that almost any semipermanent or permanent
type building, even of relatively large size can be sealed effectively.
Sealing was not found necessary over surfaces or normal construction
joints, but was required around loosely fitting windows, utility piping,
and wiring outlets.

Pressurization

The results obtained rrour pressurization studies showed that under
pressurization, the whole structure acts somewhat like a sieve or
strainer and air is forced out through fissures and crevices not visible
to the eye. The higher the pressurization, the higher the leakage.
Even with no pressurization and with cracks and joints sealed, there
is a considerable air change by leakage ventilation amounting to
about one-half an uir change per hour for normali frame construction.
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This value depends on wind pressure and temperature difference. The
leakage is sufficient to providcl the necessary air for considerable
personnel in a building closed for the short periods of an attack.

Optimum Pressurization

These tests were unique (former tosts were confined to pre-Euriza-
tion of 0.6 in.) and indicated that pressurization of considerably iess
than 0.6 in. of water would provide the desired protection with a saving
in operating and fan and filtering equipment cost. The optimum pres-
sure is probably about 0.1 in. unless future tests determine that a higher
pressure is required for operation of the air locks.

Filter Frames and Collective Protectors

The Bureau of Yards and Docks pressurized filter plenum Is dif-
ficult to construct, requires too much space, and Is too heavy.

The filter frame developed by the Laboratory has these advantages:
space, flexibility, and fabrication.

The Chemical Corps E-35 collective protector, delivering 5000 cfm
at approximately 3.0 in. water pressure drop, equipped with a 7.5 hp,
L.J. Wing Form 15A45 axial fan, proved satisfactory and preferable for
the pressurization of the 50,000-cu ft test building. It afforded the
desired protection under the simulated BW attacks. Some further minor
developments and product design may be desirable for quantity production.

Decontamination Showers

A definite technique of showering, soaping, brush scrubbing, and
rinsing has now been developed and proven effective. Suitable shower
heads and spray patterns have been determined together with desirable
water quantities, temperatures, pressures, and nozzle arrangements.

Generally a 4-minute shower from a single coarse spray head
located at shoulder height in an angular position, and delivering a
minimum of 3.5 gpm of water at 40 psi and 95 F is necessary, together
with brush scrubbing and antiseptic soap.

Portable Air Locks and Showers

The prototype portable air lock with shower that was tested was
found generally acceptable and effective. A number of minor construction

2I,
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features have been recommended for change before distribution of plans
for manufacture in quantities.

This equipment should be most effective in the program of slanting
fnew permanent type constriction toward emergency conversion to person-
nel shelturs for ABC defense and for the adaptation of existing structures
for that purpose.

Electrostatic Precipitator

The electrostatic precipitator tested was the result of development
initiated by the Naval Research Laboratory. It represents an improvement
over commercial designs, with particular emphasis on the sealing of air
passages which bypass the elements. Simulated BW tests were run at
800 and 1200 cfm and confirmed the fact that adequate protection against
particulate matter or bacteria could be obtained with equipment of this
type If velocities were not over 200 to 300 fpm.

CONCLUSIONS

V A number of conclusions may be drawn as a result of fhs4' ni sti.a-
tions and tests:

1. Framed structures not originally intended to be used as protective
shelters can be converted for this use when sealed and pressurized. Sealing
materials are available for the various applications and can be applied
readily with unskilled help at low cost. Collective protector designs
are available in various sizes up to 5000 cfm for supplying uncontaminated
pressurized air. They are compact, lightweight, and flexible, for use
singly or In batteries as the need demands.

2. Where pressurization of structures is to be accomplished by the
use of separate filters and fans, the partition-type filter frame, using
materials low on the critical list, has been developed to give negative
leakage around the filter.

3. Considerably less air is needed for pressurization a3 the pres-
surization requirement is lowered: less air and Iower pressurization
mo•n a saving in power and equipment cost, Many installatinns using
low ventilation rates and selected commercial filters can now be de-
signed or converted to provide protection, for round-the-clock opera-
tion, against hcizardous particulate matter. Since attacks are usually
of short duration, alarm arrangements could be i.-ade to shut down and

I,
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close the ventilation system du'nrg on attack, or to bypass ventilation
air through a gas and vapor adso Oer. Such a system would be of
particular advantage in critical government offices or military head-
quarters of a permanent nature, and would afford limited protection
against a sneak chemical or biological attack by filtration through
commercial filters currently on the market.

4 Pressurization in the order of 0.1 in. of water was effective
in the protective shelter tested. This pressurization may bO Uu'quuta
for other applications.

5. Evaluation tests of the portable air lock indicate that a
satisfactory design, subject to minor modifications, is ready for
standardization and production. These air locks may be used for the
ready conversion of buildings into protective shelters in the slanting
construction program for ABC defense.

6. Results of the shower tests indicate that effective showering
techniques and shower equipment for decontamination purposes have
been developed.

7. The electrostatic precipitator as developed and tested for
protection against solid and liquid particulates is effective. Although
tests within the scope of this report were made only with a BW simulant,
the statement made relative to particulate matter In general should hold.
Liquid particulates of high vapor pressure may be expected to vaporize
and pass through the precipitator. This device affords a means of filter-
ing a relatively lurge quurtiily of ai in a small cioss-sectional area and
gives commensurate performance to that of the Chemical Corps paper
filter. It has low resistance and power requirements, and has an

efficiency of 99.9 or more at velocities of 200 to 300 fpm, depending
on the humidity and arrangement of the precipitators. It should, how-
ever, be used with a commercial prefilter to remove coarse material
and lengthen the period between cleaning

RECOMMENDATIONS

It Is recommended that the program of slanting design and con-
struction of new military buildings toward later conversion into person-
nel shelters be emphaslk.ed.

"The prototype portable shower and air lock should be modified in
accordance with suggestions contained herein, and the portable air locks
or the plans for them made available to all interested activities.

I
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It is recommended that approximately four air changes per minute
be provided in the bntrance air locks.

The Chemical Corps E-35 collective protector, capacity 5000 cfm,
should be developed in a series of sizes and standardized for production
with either motor or engine drive. A commercial prefilter of the coated
impingement type, or equivalent, should be provided In the device.
n. I1 r ai U - -_ i.-i -. _i U . . I IUU• filI i.1 -- A -IrIUi 'i .L.l

Additional research to test the electrostatc precipitators with
radioactive tracers, and to Investigate and determine the most suitable
prefilter for this equipment, is indicated.

An Investigation should be made to determine the effectiveness
of commercial Impingement and self-charging electrostatic filters for
use in ABC warfare. This should b6 done with a view to substituting
a commercial, lower-efficiency filter for continuous use in liou of an
absolute paper filter or collective protector, either of which Is suitable
only for limited operation during periods of Imminent biological attack.

Research relative to sealed, closed shelter occupancy and effects
on subjects over periods should be undertaken to study various methods
of oxygen supply, carbon-dioxide removal, and odor control.

Tests should be conducted on various other types of buildings to

prove or disprove that pressurization to 0. 1 In. of water effective in
the building tested, Is valid.

Subsequent editions of thl U.S. Navy Biological Warfare Defense

Manual, NAVDOCKS TP-PL-4 , and similar publications, should
include the recommendations on sealing, pressurization, and showering.
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Figure 3. Sealing around pipes passing through celotex

ceiling
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IFigure 6. Sliding type window construction.
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kF-~WEEP HOLES

AIR COUPLING
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Figure 7. Isometric view of pressurized filter plenum.
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igure 8. Pressurized filter plenum in place.
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--- ILTER SUPPORT

ACME S.CREW THREAD

FILTER & ADSORBEIR

L-IRON BASE FOR MOUNTING
OMEIT I7F FILTER is 'ro BE INSTALLED

IN WALL

Figure 9. Isometric., view of unit pressurized filter frame.
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Figure 10. Construction of unit type pressurized
filter frame.

[igure I11 . Quick acting cam and lever filter'-retaining
device.
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Figure 18. Entrance to outer air-lock and flow-
measurement duct of air-lock exhaust..
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Figure 19. Wind pressure chart.
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Figure 20. Pressurization fan.

Figure 21 . Pressurization airflow-measuring duct.
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Figure 22. Instrumentation for the determination of

electrical power input to pressurization
fan motor.

Figure 23. hIclined manomctcrs and valved
manifold for measuring pressurization.
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Figure 24. Resistance to airflow of 21 filters and adsorbers In plenum.
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Figure 25. Build Ing -pressurization characteristic$.
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Figure 26. E-35 collective protector.
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Figure 27. Resistance to airflow of E,-35 collective protector.
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Figure 36. Instrumentation used in shower tests.
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COMPARATIVE CONDITIONS RESULTS

USE OF SOAP -____

without soap 140 000
with soap ____,________ I

USE OF BRUSH
soap only 7800

soap and brush 3900

WATER PRESSURE AND FLOW I
20 psi - 2.4 gmp 3400

40 psi - 3.5 gmp 2000

60 psi -4.4 gmp 900

WATER SAVING METHODS
( continuous 15 gal 2000

40 ps i - 3.5 gmp wet and rinse 5 gal 700

sponge and bucket 3 gal 3000

WATER FLOW I
20 psi 2.4 gmp 3400

20 psi ,4.7 gmp 2000 oj_

0 5 10 15 20
Bacteria count x 1000

Bacteria count is sum of average residual count on contaminated spot and
average of count Increase on three uncontaminated areas, each 2 sq in., be-
fore toweling. Initial contamination - 300,000 to 500,000 bacteria per 2 sq in.

Figure 37. Evaluation oF shower techniques.
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Figure 38. Portable air lock and shower connected to
test building.

Figure 39. Portable air lock from shower end,
shoiovng canvas connection to building.
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Figure 42. Portable air lock in use during test,
showing discarded contaminated
clothing.

Figure 43. Temporary protective shelter equipped with
electrostatic precipitator.
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Figure 44. Air intake Fra, mounted on temporary protective
shelter.

Figure 45. Air duct and flow control valve in
temporary protective shelter.
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Figure 46. Electrostatic precipitators installed
in temporary protective shelter for
test .
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Figure 47. Resistance to airflow of two electrostatic precipitators.
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